Year 4 Writing Long Term Plan
Theme
Class
Reader

Autumn 1
Autumn 2
Vicious Vikings & Savage Saxons
Harry Potter and the
Haroun and the Sea of Stories
Philosopher’s Stone by JK
Rowling

English
Learning
Journeys

Theme
Writing

Instruct
1. Capture a dragon
2. Train a dragon
How to train your dragon
by Cressida Cowell
------------------------------Inform
1. Toothless nonchronological
report
2. Non chronological
report on own
dragon
------------------------------Explain and inform
1. Paired write using
dragon from book
2. 3 verses on their own
dragon
‘Tell me a dragon’ Jackie
Morris

Entertain- retell- Show video
clip and write what
happens/story - The Dragon
Slayer
Describe - a picture of a
dragon and the scenery for
character and area
description
Instruct and Explain Instructions on how to play
Quid itch – make up rules if

Entertain – Describe
1. Write a story about
the retrieval of a
magic dragon egg
(beginning)
2. Ending
‘Tell me a dragon’ Jackie
Morris
------------------------------Persuade
1. Letter to get
invisibility cloak
2. Letter for another
magic item
------------------------------Entertain - Describe
1. Add a chapter to Harry
Potter
2. Write an invisibility
cloak adventure
Harry Potter and the
Philosopher’s Stone by JK
Rowling
Explain and inform
- Explanation on why the
Vikings invaded Britain
Entertain - Dragon Alphabet
poem using expanded noun
phrases (link back to Autumn
1)
Entertain retell- Clockwork
dragon retell of a story

Spring 1

Spring 2

A Tale of 3 Cities
The boy and the tiger –
Daniel Morden (Pie Corbett)
Bernard’s Watch,
Can we save the tigers?–
Andrew Norriss
Martin Jenkin
Describe and recount
1. Compare Australia
and Morocco market
page through diary
entry/life in the day
of
2. Compare Bombay and
New York through a
diary entry/life in the
day of
Mirror by Jeannie Baker
------------------------------Discuss
1. Create a balanced
argument for more
golden time
2. Balanced argument for
protecting tigers

Persuade - a child to come
along on an invisibility
chronicle
Inform - Non chronological
report on New York
Entertain- Retell an Indian
fable
Describe - Mumbai setting
including a character

Entertain
1. Poetry
Things you cannot take on a
journey THE MAGIC BOX, by
Kit Wright
------------------------------Inform
1. Write a page about
Holbury
2. Write a page about
Mumbai
In the style of:
A Walk in New York by
Salvatore Rubbino
------------------------------Inform Persuade

Summer 1
Cadland Connections
The fastest boy in the world
Elizabeth Laird

Entertain
1. Write a short story
where ‘something
extraordinary
happens’
2. Short story
masterpiece to be
sent to author.

Instruct – How to travel
around New York

Author study
------------------------------Review
1. Review Andrew
Norriss book –
Bernard’s watch
2. Review Ctrl-z
------------------------------Recount
1. Newspaper report
about a time capsule
initial local finding
2. National paper ground
breaking finding
Review – a school
orienteering project

Recount – an Indian
adventure/travel journal

Persuade – not to knock down
the Cadland estate

Describe – a street market
scene

Entertain - Bernard’s watch
style adventure

Persuade – Mr Fisher to visit
Mumbai in the Summer

Instruct – how to use a map
to navigate

Entertain –the boy and the

inform- write a non-chron

1. Inform parents of our
school trip
2. Persuade parents to
allow next year trip

Summer 2
Tour de Sport
Treason by Berlie Doherty

Describe - Inform
1. Write a sports
commentary on a
football match
2. Write a commentary
for sports day
------------------------------Inform
1. Write a biography on
Massimo Dige
2. Write a biography on
an Olympic hero
------------------------------Advise
1. Write an informal
letter to a Year 3
child advising them
about what to do in
Year 4.
2. Advisory leaflet on
how to stay fit and
healthy
Recount – Cadland estate
burglary
Recount - fastest boy in the
world – diary of running back
with bad news
Explain – why your trainers
are so great/ features
Review – the new tennis
equipment

they need to/ show clip
Inform - Non-chron report
about the Harry Potter
Hogwarts.

Persuade - Letter to
persuade not to invade
Britain

Explain and inform – how an
electric circuit works
(science)
Persuade – Sponsor a Tiger
(poster, leaflet)

tiger (Daniel Morden) – tell
story of how tiger was
trapped in the hole

report on Cadland school.

Discuss - balanced argument
on holding the world cup in
England.

